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HOT!!!



short

long



LONG

 energy budget up to >1054 erg

 long duration GRBs 

 metal rich (Fe, Ni, Co) circum-

burst environment

 GRBs occur in star forming 

regions

 GRBs are associated with SNe

 likely collimated emission 

 energy budget up to 1051 -

1052 erg

 short  duration (< 5 s)

 clean circum-burst 

environment

 old stellar population

SHORT



Long vs. short: classification issues

 Issues on the actual duration of “short” GRBs



 GRB prompt emission physics: duration depends on energy 

band (e.g: BATSE 20-2000 keV, Swift/BAT 15-150 keV)



 Some short GRBs show an “extended emission” (weak/soft) 

following the short spike and lasting up to tens of seconds or 

more



 Some short GRBs show an “extended emission” (weak/soft) 

following the short spike and lasting up to tens of seconds or 

more
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 Some short GRBs (as some long ones) show a “precursor”



 Short / long additional discriminators: time-lag



 But…



 In the spectral lag – peak luminosity plane, GRB060614 

lies in the short GRBs region -> need for a new GRB 

classification scheme ?

Gehrels et al., 2006

 The case of GRB 060614

 Swift GRB 060614: a long GRB with a very high lower 

limit to the  magnitude of an associated SN -> 

association with a bright GRB/SN is excluded

 high lower limit to SN also for GRB 060505 (and, less 

stringently, XRF 040701)



 Short / long additional discriminators: spectral hardness



Ep

a



 all SHORT Swift GRBs with 

known redshift and lower limits to 

Ep.i are inconsistent with the Ep,i-

Eiso correlation

 intriguingly, the soft tail of 

GRB050724 is consistent with the 

correlation

 GRB 060614: no SN, first pulse 

inconsistent with correlation, 

soft/long tail consistent: evidence 

that two different emission 

mechanisms are at work in both 

short and long GRB, with different 

relative efficiency in the two classes 

(-> “intermediate” GRB)

Amati 2006, Amati+ 2007
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environment
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Long vs. short: progenitors



 Current scenario: short GRBs from NS-NS(BH) mergers



 Theoretical support: simulations



 Observational support: no Sne associated to short GRBs 



 host galaxies long GRBs: blue, usually regular and high star forming, GRB 

located in  star forming regions

 host galaxies of short GRBs (more recent): no preferred type

GRB 050509b

ShortLong

Bloom et al. 2002 , 2006

 Observational support: properties of host galaxies 







 Observational support: location w/r to host galaxy core 



 Observational support: redshift distribution 
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 Observational support: circum-burst environment 



 Observational support: burst variability time-scales 



 Standard scenario: engine of short GRBs is BH + torus 

from NS-NS merging



 Variant: NS-NS produces supra-massive high-B fastly

rotating NS ( -->BH?) which powers short GRB emission



 Fireball nature : Poynting flux dominated



 Observational support: extended emission and plateau 





 Expected (but very difficult to detect): “kilonova” opt/IR



 The merger of a pair of neutron 

stars is predicted to give rise to 

three major detectable 

phenomena: a short burst of -

rays, a gravitational wave 

signature, and a transient 

electromagnetic signal powered 

by the synthesis of large 

amounts of very heavy elements 

via the r-process

 The latter transients, named 

“macronovae” or “kilonovae”, are 

believed to be signatures of the 

synthesis of most of these very 

heavy elements in the Universe

Figure 11: The dark grey region shows the expected

macronova r-band apparent magnitude for a source at

200 Mpc as a function of time from the burst onset.

Solid curves show the expected GRB afterglow

emission assuming different energetics and ISM

densities. Red squares and blue triangles represent the

afterglow detection (squares) and upper limits

(triangles) for a sample of short GRBs (Metzger and

Berger 2012). THESEUS/IRT can play crucial

role in following-up GW source candidates found by

survey telescopes as LSST or ZPTF, and identifying

the GW-macronova counterpart.



 Evidence for a Kilonova associated to short GRB 

130603B



 Alternative scenarios: e.g., Ruffini et al.



 GRB prompt emission physics: still unresolved

 physics of prompt emission still not 

settled, various scenarios: SSM internal 

shocks, IC-dominated internal shocks, 

external shocks, photospheric emission 

dominated models, kinetic energy 

dominated fireball , Poynting flux 

dominated fireball

Long vs. short: physics



 e.g., in synchrotron shock models (SSM) it may correspond to a characteristic 

frequency (possibly nm in fast cooling regime) or to the temperature of the 

Maxwellian distribution of the emitting electrons

Tavani, ApJ, 1995Galli & Guetta 2007



 e.g. in photospheric-dominated emission models it is linked to the 

temperature of BB photons (direct) or of scattering electrons (Comptonized)

Titarchuk et al., ApJ, 2012Giannios 2012



 Fireball nature : (baryon kinetic energy or Poynting flux dominated) and bulk 

Lorentz factor G are still to be firmly established



 Prompt emission physics for short / long: same or different ?

 Hardness-ratio: hints of different mechanism(s) ?



 the extended emission of some short GRBs have HR typical of 

long bursts: two phases emission ?



Ep

a

 Beyond HR: spectral parameters 



 Short GRBs tend to have higher values of Ep, but the most 

significant difference is in the low energy spectral index, much 

“flatter” (harder) than for long ones

 BUT…

Ghirlanda et al. 2009



 … spectral parameters of the first 2s of emission of long GRBs 

have same spectral parameters distribution as short GRBs!

Ghirlanda et al. 2009



 Ep – “intensity” correlations: similar or different ?! 





 all SHORT Swift GRBs with 

known redshift and lower limits to 

Ep.i are inconsistent with the Ep,i-

Eiso correlation

 intriguingly, the soft tail of 

GRB050724 is consistent with the 

correlation

 GRB 060614: no SN, first pulse 

inconsistent with correlation, 

soft/long tail consistent: evidence 

that two different emission 

mechanisms are at work in both 

short and long GRB, with different 

relative efficiency in the two classes 

(-> “intermediate” GRB)

Amati 2006, Amati+ 2007



 Afterglow emission: short GRBs are weaker, but similar 

phenomenology 





 Early afterglow emission: short GRBs are weaker, but 

similar phenomenology 
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 …Why similar afterglow behaviour if circum-burst
environment expected to be different ?



 Afterglow and prompt-afterglow correlations: differences?





 Prompt-afterglow correlations: same behavior!



 A possible summary, but still many open questions



Short GRBs: associated X-ray and GW emission

 The dawn of Gravitational-Wave astrophysics



 First direct detection of GW: BH-BH merger
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 e.m. / GRB emission not expected from BH-BH, but…



 GW radiation expected also from NS-BH and NS-NS 

mergers



 if short GRB progenitors are actually NS-NS or NS-BH 

mergers -> associated GW emission!!!
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 rate of short GRBs in coincidence with GW signals may 

be very low (GW emission isotropic, GRB emission higly 

collimated), but…



 rate of GRBs+GW increases substantially when considering off-

axis viewing, isotropic X-ray emission, kilonova emission (isotropic)



 off-axis viewing: low apparent luminosity but still 

detectable + later afterglow peak



 additional signature of off-axis viewing: deviation from Ep-

L(Eiso) correlations

 d=[g(1 - bcos(qv - Dq))]-1 , DEp  d  ,  DEiso  d(1+a)

a=1÷2.3 -> DEiso  d(2 ÷ 3.3)

Yamazaki et al., ApJ, 2003
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 isotropic X-ray emission: e.g., Ciolfi & Siegel (PWN-like)



 isotropic X-ray emission: expectations from different models

Vinciguerra 2017



 isotropic Opt/IR emission: Kilonova



 ingredients for computation of expected e.m. 

counterpart detection rates by LIGO/Virgo



 e.m. counterpart detection rates by LIGO/Virgo (uncertainties of 

orders of magnitude due to models, assumptions, etc.)

 important results should be announced by LVC by mid-

October



Time-domain multi-messenger 

astrophysics



Credit: Osborne 2016 

THESEUS Brera meeting

Credit: Sathyaprakash 

2016

7° ET Symposium

THESEUS



NS-

NS

NS-BH 



GW observations THESEUS XGIS/SXI joint GW+EM observations 

Epoch GW detectors BNS horizon BNS rate 
[yr-1] 

XGIS/sGRB rate 
[yr-1] 

SXI/X-ray isotropic  
counterpart rate [yr-1] 

2020+ Second-generation (advanced 
LIGO, Advanced Virgo, India-
LIGO, KAGRA) 

~400 Mpc ~40 ~0.5-5  

 

~1-3 (simultaneous)  

~6 18 (+follow-up) 

2030+ Second + Third-generation (e.g. 
ET, Cosmic Explorer) 

~15-20 Gpc >10000 ~15-25 >~300 
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I. Thermal

 Black body emission

 Thermal Bremssthrahlung

II. Non thermal

 Synchrotron emission

 Inverse Compton / Comptonization

In many classes of astrophysical sources, more than one of 

these processes is at work.

Most common X-ray emission processes in astrophysical 

sources



 Thermal processes: black-body emission

 occurrs in optically thick medium

 matter heated at temperatures from ~106 to ~109 K emit black-body radiation in 

the X-ray energy band from ~0.1 to ~100 keV

 the continuum has the well-known Planckian shape



 physical information: temperature of the emitting medium (kT)

 examples: accretion disks in X-ray binaries and AGNs 

 the actual shape of the continuum may depend on the radial profile of the disk 

temperature, on the metrics (e.g, Schwarzchild or Kerr black hole), on the viewing 

angle



 Thermal processes: thermalized bremsstrahlung 

 occurs in optically thin plasma in thermal equilibrium

 Bremsstrahlung emission is due to the change in acceleration of a charged 

particle due to another particle. It is is also sometimes referred to as ‘free-free’ 

emission



 physical information: temperature (kT) and 

properties of the emitting plasma 

 examples: stellar coronae, galaxy clusters, 

young SNR

 e.g., by combining surface brightness 

mapping and spatial resolved X-ray 

spectroscopy, it is possible to map the density 

and temperature distribution and the “total” 

mass (galaxies + gas + DM) in clusters

Perseus cluster



 Non thermal processes: synchrotron 

 Synchrotron radiation is due to the movement of an electron charge in a 

magnetic field.

 of particular astrophysical interest is the synchrotron emission by a population of 

electrons with with kinetic energies distributed as a power-law 



Synchrotron self-absorption:

A photon interacts with a charged 

particle in a magnetic field and is 

absorbed (energy transferred to the 

charge particle).

This occurs below a cut-off 

Synchrotron shock emission model for 

GRB afterglows



 physical information: distribution of the emitting electrons (p), properties of the 

magnetic field (B)

 examples: SNR, pulsars, GRB afterglows (and prompt ?)

Crab nebula spectrum by 

BeppoSAX/PDS
Typical X-ray spectrum of a 

GRB (PL absorbed by Galactic 

ISM)



 Non thermal processes: inverse Compton and Comptonization

 Inverse Compton Scattering (IC) is due to interaction between a low-energy 

photon and a relativistic electron.



 Comptonization in electron – photon plasma

saturated

unsaturate

d



 physical information: temperature (kTe) / distribution of the electrons, spectrum of 

the seed photons, optical depth and geometry of the source

 examples: X-ray binaries, AGNs, blazars…

Comptonization of bb seed 

photons (BHC, AGNs)
Comptonization of Synchrotron 

radiation (Blazars)



 Thus, the determination of the spectral continuum over a broad energy 

band (as often, in X-rays) is fundamental for discriminating the emission 

process



 in many classes of sources, more than one process is at work

Black-body from 

accretion disk

Comptonization by hot 

corona

Spectral states in BHC XTE1650-500





Short vs. Long: some questions
• Discriminators ? (duration, time-lag, minimum varability time

scale, hardness)

• Prompt emission physics: the same ?

• Sub-classes ? E.g. EE-SGRBs, long GRBs without SN (e.g.,
060614), possible outliers of Ep-L correlation, paradigm by
Ruffini et al., SGRs, …

• Jet angles, structure, G: similar or not ?

• Why similar afterglow (e.g., Ex-Eiso-Ep) if circum-burst different
?

• Engine: accreting BH vs. magnetar -> same ?

• Different progenitors are adequately supported by observations
(E, DT, HGs, circum-burst, lum.fun, rates vs. z). Or not ?

• Will we ever detect short GRBs in coincidence with GW signals
? -> isotropic X-ray emission ? Orphan afterglows ?
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